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be retraced, and therefore some other method or methods nrust be
adopted. The methods which are most effective for the sojution
of several different forms of differential equations will be discussed
hereafter.
5. When we pass from a given integral function to the equi-
valent differential equation, the latter may prove to be of a form
which is not included among those already known ; so conversely,
if we pass from a given differential equation, we must not expect
to arrive necessarily at a function which will be included among
those, with the properties of which we are acquainted. It is
"therefore desirable to indicate what, in such a case, would be
meant by the solution of the differential equation.
When, in algebra, we ask whether any particular equation can
be solved, we thereby enquire whether the value of the variable,
which occurs in it, can be expressed in terms of known functions.
Thus, for instance, in the equation
the value of x can be obtained immediately by a process of divisions
But let the equation be
f* = JT.
To solve this we have to  introduce a function, which was not
needed for the former equation ; and, expressing £ in the form    .
we consider the equation solved. Now equations of the third and
fourth degree can be solved by means of functions strictly analogous
to these — the cube root and the fourth root of quantities ; but
general equations of the fifth and higher degrees cannot be solved
in terms of these functions or combinations of these with similar
functions. It does not therefore follow that solutions of these
equations do not exist ; they can only be solved when functions,
unused in the solution of equations of lower degrees, are intro-
duced.	^
Similarly, in the ease of a differential equation, when we say
that it can be solved, we do not mean to imply that the solution
must be expressible in terms of purely algebraical functions, of

